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Sebastian after he received his CanSail 2 Certificate.
He is becoming quite the sailor!  

“Thanks so much for all the encouragement the 
sailing club has provided over the years.” 
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At the end of last year, the format of the GBSC racing was changed when two new races were added to
the previous six-month Summer and Winter Race series. Each of them now runs for three months, and 
hopefully will give skippers a greater chance to feature in the top places.  Attendance in these races
 has been excellent and we have had some close results.  However, the most gratifying thing to see is 
the overall improvement in the standard of racing.

As we enter the last month of the Summer series it is worth noting that the average attendance has been 
13 boats per race, a slight increase from 12.5 in the Spring Series, which must be the envy of many other 
Yacht Clubs.  So far this summer we have had a total of twenty-six di�erent boats participating in the series.  

In the current Summer Series, the top three boats (Chiquita, Peregrine and Te-mer-i-ty) are separated by 
only two points (after Throw-outs), which should make for an exciting tussle in September.

One of the coveted trophies in the GBSC is the Tom Barker Award.  In previous years this has been based 
on the average results of the six months Summer Series.  This year it will continue to be based on the 
average results, but of the Spring and Summer Race Series, and will allow for one throw out in each of 
the series.  As before, skippers must participate in a minimum of ten races to qualify. 

Seven boats had already achieved their ten race minimums by the end of the Spring Series, and an 
additional six boats have been added to that in the Summer Series.  There are, however, �ve skippers 
who could still achieve their required quota if they participate in all the races in September.  This means 
there could be a potential eighteen boats qualifying for the Tom Barker Award, compared with 15 in 
2019.  Well done everyone!

There is just one other thing.  The Maximum numbers of boats we have had in a Saturday Race is 17.  
Wouldn’t it be great to beat that number before the end of September?

Summer Series July and August 
including Throw-Outs were:

Te-mer-i-ty 37
Peregrine 39
Chiquita 39
Raven Lunatic 69
Yippi-Ki-Yae 71

August Results 
not including Throw-Outs were:

Peregrine 17
Chiquita 23
Te-mer-i-ty 30
Raven Lunatic 37
Yippi-Kai-Yae 39

Summer Series and Tom Barker Award 2020
by David Twentyman
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So, much like driving a bike, it can help to think about 
sailboats as having di�erent gears. For purposes of this 
article we will be driving a two speed bike. First gear 
provides more power for starting out or climbing hills and 
second gear is for when the bike is running at speed on the 
�ats.

Racing sailors will talk about four or even �ve gears. I �nd it 
useful to think about it as a two speed choice and when that 
becomes second nature the other gears are modi�cations. 
While sailboat designs are all di�erent, boats are generally 
designed to reach hull speed when the wind is blowing 
somewhere between 8 and 15 knots. Getting the boat to 
hull speed is the job of the �rst gear. The gears on a sailboat 
are the sails and we can shift gears by changing the trim on 
the sails. A sail with a deep draft and having the maximum 
draft near the 50% point of the sail will be more powerful at 
lower wind speeds. As the wind and/or the boat speed 
increases, the sail trim should be adjusted to move the draft 
forward and �atten the sails.

Let’s look at a few examples. Your boat has just rounded the 
mark and tacked over – wind speed is constant but boat 
speed has dropped o�. Now is the time to gear down by 
easing the jib and main sheets and pointing approximately 
10 degrees o� of close hauled. As boat speed increases the 
jib and main sheets will be trimmed and the boat can be 
steered closer to the wind. Rounding a mark and 
immediately trimming the                     sheets to a close haul 
setting is like starting a hill                          climb with the bike 
in top gear.

Here’s a common example in our harbour races – the 
sailboat is moving along well in good breeze and then sails 
into a lull. Realize now that the boat needs a more powerful 
sail to keep moving in the lighter wind conditions. What is 
your response? Ease the sheets, point slightly lower, ease the 
Cunningham, back stay, main outhaul and halyards to 
increase the draft and move the draft aft in both sails setting 
the sails up with more power in the lighter air.

One more: a powerboat has gone by and left a large wake 
you must sail through. This will slow your boat down for the 
given wind conditions. Again, steer o� of close hauled, ease 
your sheets and Cunningham to induce more draft until 
speed returns. Trim as speed returns and the boat is steered 
back to close hauled.

Yes, this sounds like a lot of work…it is however these small 
and continuous changes that will make the di�erence over 
the course of the race. Practice until this becomes second 
nature and it can become a powerful tool in your racing kit.

As always, glad to hear ideas for articles or answer questions. 
Please email myself or Ron. 

Changing Gears When Going Upwind
by Brad Lowell

Outhaul
eased / fuller sail / more power

tight / �at sail / more speed

Jib Car 
back  / more twist / power 

 forward / �atter sail / speed

Jib Halyard
eased / fuller sail / power
tight / �atter sail / speed

Vang
eased / fuller shape / more power

tight / �at / more speed

Back Stay
eased / fuller top of main sail / slack forestay / power

tight / �atter main sail / more headstay tension / speed

Cunningham
eased / fuller top of sail // draft  forward / power

tight / �atter sail / more speed
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Ericson 26’ 1970 Sailboat 

 

 

An excellent sailboat for a small family or to share adventures with friends. Modern sailing conveniences ie 4 winches and 
6 auto cleats. Has all the amenities well organized in the spacious engine compartment. 

I have spent most of this summer updating and improving most of this boat. Here's what's new: 

- Shore power connection 
- Many electronics replaced ie bilge pump, stereo with aux, and electric start 
- New rigging for main and foresail both halyard and sheets. 
- Boat comes complete with all safety needs (VHF radio, flares, lifejackets, life ring, etc. 
- Evinrude 15hp has been overhauled with new head gasket, impeller, and starter motor. Throttle has been moved 

to accessible location 
- electric kicker motor with dedicated battery. Both batteries are brand new and well maintained either on a/c 

charger or solar trickle charger. 
- completely off grid solar recharge setup 
- A/C inverter 
- Lowrance chart plotter and VHF radio 

In the galley, Fridge and propane stove work as if brand new, sink supplied by electric water pump. Outdoor bbq. Fully 
functional head (toilet). 

This boat is very clean, sleeps up to 5 (kitchen table folds into another bed) 

A few things I still have on my list to update: 

The boat comes with 3 jibs, one full and two small storm jibs in great condition. The main is showing its age but I have a 
ton of sail material should you feel the desire to replace it. The lowrance chartplotter works great, however the 
depthsounder is intermittent. The evinrude motor has more than enough throttle and endurance to cruise confidently, 
however it takes some getting used to. 

If this advertisement is still up, the boat is for "sail" - (dont hate me for the pun, I can't stop myself) 

Please contact James at jamiedahmer@hotmail.com 

Asking a very reasoable $5,000.

(PHRF 234 , by the way)
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Great Boats
by Ron Badley Pocket Rocket 22

After a stint of crewing on a fast and fun 241 I was o�ered a position with Joe on his Pocket Rocket called UFO. The hull shape was 
very unique for it’s time. Extremely wide, vertical bow and open transom. All things that were uncommon in 1983. Gary Mull was 
truely a master designer. 

One of my favourite sailing memories happened a blustery day in Gibson’s. Joe, our other UFO crew member Bruce, and I were out 
doing some practice. …actually trying to �gure out how to sail the boat. It was quite breezy so we had full main and the #3 jib up. 
After tacking around Gibson’s harbour for a while we decided to beat out the Gap in the real weather. For such a wide boat it 
actually goes upwind quite well and points high with the little blade jib. So we thrashed our way out the gap in to big winds and 
waves o� Gower point. We got absolutely drenched. Once we turned around and headed back into the harbour, boy-oh-boy did 
that little boat come alive! We were full on sur�ng down the waves with a roster tail coming o� the rudder. What a great ride! We 
got thought the gap back into the harbour and all looked at each other. Everyone was grinning wildy, and instantly made the call 
to do that again! So we did. And again. And then one more time after that. What a great boat! 

Length: 22.00 ft 
LWL:       21.50 ft
Beam:      9.50 ft 
S.A.:      258.00 ft2
Draft:   5.00 ft 
Displacement: 2,400 lb
Ballast:  1,100 lb 

S.A./Disp.:  23.08
Bal./Disp.:  45.83
Disp./Len.:  107.81
Construction:  FG
First Built:  1983
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On a more serious note,
 check out Davids 
progress on Welo! 

https://youtu.be/oErHzY7grW0

Needs some TLC

Foredeck sucks

This is what it feels like in the Star with 
Andy coming up from behind!NOT FAST!!!

oh crap

O�shore racing “fun”

Why do this?

Great idea for old sails!
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